There is much current i n terest in kernel methods for classi cation, regression, PCA, and other linear methods of data analysis. Kernel methods may be particularly valuable for problems in which the input data is not readily described by explicit feature vectors. One such problem is where input data consists of symbol-sequences of di erent lengths, and the relationships between sequences are best captured by dynamic alignment scores.
1 Introduction: Linear Methods using Kernel Functions In many t ypes of machine learning, the learner is given a training set of cases or examples a 1 : : : a l 2 A . A denotes the set of all possible cases: cases may be vectors, pieces of text, biological sequences, sentences, etc. For supervised learning, the cases are accompanied by a set of corresponding labels or values y 1 : : : y l . The cases are mapped to feature v e ctors x 1 : : : x l 2 X , where the X i s a r e a l v ector space termed the feature s p ace. The mapping from A to X is denoted by , so that x i = (a i ). Sometimes the cases are given as feature vectors to start with, in which c a s e may be the identity mapping otherwise denotes the method of assigning numeric feature values to a case. Once a feature vector x i has been de ned for each c a s e a i , it becomes possible to apply a wide range of linear methods such as support-vector machines, linear regression, principal components analysis (PCA), and k-means cluster analysis.
As shown in Vap95] for SV machines, in for example Wah90] for linear regression, and in SSM98] for PCA and k-means cluster analysis, the calculations for all of these linear methods may be carried out using a dual rather than a primal formulation of the problem.
For example, in linear least-squares regression the primal formulation is to nd a coe cient v ector that minimises kX ;yk where X is the design matrix, an l by d matrix in which t h e ith row i s x i , and each x i has d elements. If l is larger than d, the usual method of nding is to solve the normal equations X T X = X T y. This requires the solution of a set of linear equations with coe cients given by t h e d d matrix X T X. The dual formulation is to nd a coe cient v ector that minimises kXX T ; yk, so that one coe cient i is found for each c a s e v ector x i . This requires the solution of a set of linear equations with coe cients given by the l l matrix XX T . Both methods lead to the same predicted valueŷ for a new case x. If there are more cases than features, that is if l > d , the primal method is more economical because the d d matrix X T X is smaller than the l l matrix XX T . F or example, if there are 200 cases, each described by a v ector of 10 measurements, then the primal method requires solving a 10 by 10 system of linear equations, while the dual method requires solving a 200 by 200 system, which w i l l h a ve rank at most 10. For such a problem, the dual method has no advantage.
The potential advantage of the dual method for regression is that it can be applied to very large feature vectors. The coe cient matrix XX T contains the dot-products of pairs of feature vectors: the ijth element o f XX T is x i x j . I n the dual calculation, it is only dot-products of feature vectors that are used| feature vectors never appear on their own.
As the feature vectors x i = (a i ) appear only in dot-products, it is often possible to avoid computing the feature vectors, and to compute dot-products directly in some economical fashion from the case descriptions a i instead. A kernel is a function k that computes a dot-product of feature vectors from the corresponding cases.
De nition 1 A kernel is a function k such that for all a b 2 A , k(a b) = (a) (b) where is a mapping from A to a feature s p ace X.
The mapping determines k uniquely, but k determines only the metric properties of the image under of the case-set A in feature space. is not in general invertible, and indeed (A) need not even be a linear subspace of X. need not be and in general is not a linear mapping: indeed, addition and multiplication need not even be de ned for elements of A.
The dual formulation often has a computational advantage over the primal formulation if the kernel function k is easy to compute, but the mapping to feature space is infeasible to compute. A well-known example of this is the \homogeneous polynomial kernel" of Vap95] in which the cases are real d dimensional vectors a = ha 1 : : : a d i, a n d
for some positive i n teger n, and 1 i 1 : : : i n d. A mapping that induces this kernel is (a) = D a i 1 a in : 1 i 1 : : : i n d E (3) In the character recognition application described in Vap95], the cases were vectors with dimension 256 and values of n up to 8 were used, so that the vectors in (3) had billions of terms, and the expression (1) was vastly easier to compute than the explicit dot-product (2).
Applying Linear Methods to Structured Objects
Not all data comes naturally as vectors: data may consist of \structured objects", such as sequences of di erent lengths, trees, or sentences. To apply linear methods to such data, it is necessary either to construct feature vectors explicitly, o r t o u s e a k ernel function. The recent success of the methods of Joa97] i n text classi cation has shown how v aluable it can be to apply linear statistical methods to inductive problems where such methods have not previously been used. This section describes three approaches to mapping structured objects to vectors in order to apply linear statistical methods.
Sparse Vector Kernels
Joa97] considered the problem of classifying text news stories by subject. Essentially, Joachims considered a text as a sparse vector, with one dimension for each possible word. With an e cient sparse representation, the dot-product of two sparse vectors can be computed in a time proportional to the total number of non-zero elements in the two v ectors. A kernel implemented as a sparse dotproduct is a natural method of applying linear methods to sequences. Examples of such sparse-vector mappings are:
mapping a text to the set of words it contains mapping a text to the set of pairs of words that are in the same sentence mapping a symbol sequence to the set of all subsections of some xed length m \Sparse-vector kernels" are an important extension of the range of applicability of linear methods.
Case-based Features
Often, there are natural matching functions or similarity scores that may b e applied to structured objects. These are functions that can be applied to a pair of objects, and which return a real-valued score. Although such a matching is not necessarily representable as a dot-product, any such function can be used to create features in the following way.
Given any function f : A A7 ;! IR, and an indexed set of cases, a 1 : : : a n a possible feature space mapping is
This is not really a kernel method, as the feature vector is computed explicitly, and there is no computational advantage in using a kernel.
Diagonal-dominance Kernels
A second canonical construction for a kernel k given any f : A A 7 ;! IR, for a nite or countable set A, uses a feature space with dimensions indexed by A A , and for any x 2 A the ha bith element of the vector (x) is de ned as 
This \diagonal-dominance" kernel does in some sense provide a computational advantage, for it enables an arbitrary non-negative symmetric function k(x z) = f(x z) 2 + f(z x) 2 for x 6 = z to be used as a kernel, provided that the Conditional Symmetric Independence Kernels 4 diagonal entries k(x x) are made su ciently large that any nite matrix of dotproducts of distinct elements of A will be diagonally dominant, and therefore positive semide nite.
The size of diagonal element required may be reduced by de ning with respect to a reference data set R A 
If R is taken to be a small subset of A|perhaps the training data set itself| then the diagonal elements of the matrix of dot-products of the training data can be set to the sums of the rows. The diagonal elements from (8) may b e much smaller than those from (5). It is curious that this construction of an explicit dot-product for a diagonally dominant matrix only works for matrices with non-negative elements.
Unfortunately matrices with large diagonal elements are likely to provide poor generalisation in learning. Nevertheless, this construction may sometimes be of use.
3 Conditional Symmetric Independence Kernels Joint probability distributions are often used as scoring functions for matching: two objects \match" if they are in some sense similar, and the degree of similarity or relatedness is de ned according to a joint probability distribution that assigns pairs of related objects higher probabilities than pairs of unrelated objects. A joint p.d. used in this way will be described in section (4) below. It is sometimes possible to show t h a t s u c h a j o i n t p.d. is a valid kernel by showing that the p.d. is conditionally symmetrically independent.
De nition 2 A joint probability distribution is conditionally symmetrically independent (CSI) if it is a mixture o f a n i t e o r c ountable number of symmetric independent distributions. CSI joint probability distributions may be written as dot-products in the following way. L e t X Z be two discrete random variables, and let p be the joint distribution function, de ned as p(x z) = Pr (X = x and Z = z)
and let p be symmetric|that is, p(x z) = p(z x) for all x z. Let C be a random variable such that
and, given C, the distributions of X and Z are identical. Then p(x z j c) = p(x j c)p(z j c) 
so that p(x z) = (x) (z) (14) We believe that this de nition can be extended to benign cases in which p is a probability density which is a mixture of an uncountable number of symmetric independent densities, indexed by some real-valued parameter c. The technical complications of such an extension are beyond the scope of this paper.
It is evident t h a t a n y CSI joint p . d . m ust be positive semide nite, but we are so far unable to establish whether the converse holds, even in the nitedimensional case. That is, we do not know whether all positive semide nite nite joint probability distributions are CSI.
Pair Hidden Markov Models
A pair hidden Markov model (PHMM) is an HMM that generates two s y m bol sequences simultaneously the two sequences need not necessarily be of the same length. The PHMM, therefore, de nes a joint probability distribution over nite symbol sequences. Models of this type are used in bioinformatics to construct probabilistic models of relatedness of pairs of protein or DNA sequences, as described The probability o f a n y one realisation of a PHMM is straightforward t o calculate. But any particular pair of sequences a and b may be generated by exponentially many di erent realisations. Happily there are well-known e cient dynamic programming algorithms for summing over all possible realisations to calculate the joint probability o f a n y t wo particular sequences a and b.
The point of using a PHMM is that it is easy to compute joint probabilities of pairs of sequences. Under what circumstances can this joint probability b e represented as a dot-product and used as a kernel?
Conditionally Symmetrically Independent PHMMs
The state diagram of a useful CSI PHMM is shown in 5 below. The state AB emits matching, or nearly matching symbols for both sequences the states A and B emit insertions, parts of one sequence that are not parts of the other.
and are all small probabilities. The most frequently taken state-transitions are drawn with thicker arrows. The PHMM starts in START, and then typically repeatedly cycles through AB. Occasionally it will reach the state A or B, and then generate an insertion of several symbols, before going back t o AB. E v entually, the state END will be reached, and the process will stop. This PHMM is useful even though it only has three states that emit symbols, which is the minimum number for a non-trivial PHMM. The joint distribution de ned by this PHMM gives high probabilities to sequences that match a l o n g large parts of their lengths, where \match" means that pairs of corresponding symbols are generated by the state AB.
To state su cient conditions for a PHMM H to be CSI requires some denitions.
Let T AB be the transition probabilities restricted to S AB . That is, for s t 2 S AB , let T AB (s t) be the probability that, starting from s, the next state in S AB reached is t.
Let A " (s t) be the random variable denoting the possibly empty subsequence of states in S A that the process passes through, given that the process starts in state s 2 S AB , and given that state t is the next state in S AB reached. Let B " (s t) be a random variable de ned similarly. 
Proof
The proof is in two stages. It is shown rst that any PHMM that satis es condition 2 may be transformed into an equivalent PHMM in which all states in S AB have symmetric independent j o i n t emission distributions. Next, it is shown that the probability of a realisation may be factored so that sequences A and B are independent g i v en the subsequence of states from S AB that occurs in the realisation. The result follows.
From condition 2, it follows for each s 2 S AB , the symbol-emission p.d. is a mixture of symmetric independent distributions. It is possible to construct an equivalent P H M M t o H in which all states in S AB have symmetric independent emission distributions, by r e p l a c i n g e a c h state in S AB with a network of states.
As shown in gure 2, the state s can be decomposed into a non-emitting entry state s entry , a set of alternative atomic doubly emitting states s 1 s 2 : : : and an exit state s exit . The number of atomic states may be nite or countably in nite: note that even if there are in nitely many atomic states, the entire PHMM is still, by construction, equivalent to nite PHMM in the sense that it generates an identical joint p.d. over symbol sequences. For each state t for which a transition to s is possible, the transition occurs to s entry with the same probability. F rom s entry , there is a transition to one of the atomic states s 1 s 2 : : : , the transition to s i having probability w i . From s i there is a transition with probability 1 t o s exit , a n d f r o m s exit the transition probabilities are the same as from s. The distribution of symbols emitted by the substituted network of states consisting of s entry , s 1 s 2 : : : , a n d s exit is exactly the same as the distribution of symbols emitted by s.
The point of this substitution is that all of the doubly emitting states s 1 s 2 : : :now emit pairs of independent symbols. From now on, therefore, we may assume that all states in S AB emit pairs of independent symbols. Let ! be a realisation of the PHMM H. This proof shows that a natural and currently used matching function for sequences can be represented as a dot-product. The feature space has one dimension for each possible sequence of atomic doubly emitting states c the number of such c for which the mapping (a) is non-zero is in general exponential in the length of the symbol sequence a.
Conclusion
A natural currently used class of match-scores for sequences have been shown to be representable as dot-products in a high-dimensional space. It follows that these match-scores can be used in dual formulations of linear statistical methods, and also that the match-scores may be used to locate sequences in a Euclidean space. We a r e i n vestigating possible applications and extensions of this approach for bio-sequence analysis and speech recognition.
